Literacy
Fiction- Core Text- 'Lost or Stolen?' by Narinder
Dhami.
Focus- Relationships, Suspicion and Trust.
Writing Purpose- To use the structure and
characters from 'Lost or Stolen?' To write a new
chapter of the story with a different dilemma and
setting.

To investigate the use of symbols in Aboriginal Art.
To be able to create different pieces of art work of
an aboriginal journey.
To investigate the work of Paul Klee
To be able to use gathered ideas to create a piece
of 'journey' art work.

Computing

Maths

Students will create an algorithm modelling the
sequence of a simple event, students will
manipulate graphics in the design view to achieve
the desired look for the program. They willl also
develop an algorithm when making a simulation of
an event on the computer.

Students will recognise the place value of each digit
in a 4-digit number and ordering and comparing
numbers beyond 1000. Students will also be
learning to to find 10, 100 or 1000 more or less
than a given number and to round any number to
the nearest 10, 100 and 1000.

Science
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Eating and Digestion
Students will be studying different food chains, how
to keep their teeth healthy and investigate, through
experiments, how stomach acid breaks down food.
Students will then write a scientific report
explaining their results.
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Humanities
History/Geography- Early Civilisations
Where and when the first civilisations were.
First Writing Systems
Trade
Technology and Inventions
Buildings and Architecture.

0
Students will be participating in drumming,
concentrating on rhythm and beat. As well as this
students will be participating in class singing
practice and full class keyboard and drumming
lessons.

Students will be learning about the teachings of
creationism across Hinduism and Sikhism and the
religious teachings about the environment and how
they believe it should be treated and maintained.

PE
Students will be taught skills in gymnastics that will be
complex and well executed sequences. With/ full range
of movement/variation and good kinaesthetic awareness

Students will continue to follow the KS2 Scheme of
Work for Spanish and Latin.
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